Unit 8 - Week 06: Memory of General Knowledge

Assessment 06

The due date for submitting this assessment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assessment.

All questions are Compulogy
Marks: [1 x 13]

1. The word semantic is closest to the idea of
   - cognitive economy
   - semantics
   - repression
   - spreading activation

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - spreading activation

2. Which of the following is NOT a use of the memory systems postulated by ACT1
   - semantic memory
   - declarative memory
   - working memory
   - procedural memory

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - working memory

3. According to research by Coltheart and Garden, the statement "Stomae cats have blue eyes" will be verified
   - only faster than "Stomae cats give birth to the young"
   - in the same amount of time as "Stomae cats give birth to the young"
   - slower than "Stomae cats give birth to the young"

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - in the same amount of time as "Stomae cats give birth to the young"

4. A. Which of the following is a mental representation of some object, event, or pattern
   - concept
   - context
   - script
   - memory

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - context

5. According to the notion of cognitive economy, a characteristic like "two-week" would be stored along with which of the following semantic memory?
   - mental
   - serial
   - script
   - humming bird

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - mental

6. Studies of semantic memory have shown that people are faster at responding to the stimulus "bread" if it is paired with a stimulus such as
   - "water"
   - "bird"
   - "table"
   - "butter"

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - "table"

7. Which of the following would be part of your procedural memory system?
   - knowing the baseball bat of Terry in Cooperstown, New York
   - knowing the theme tasting profile of Ted Williams
   - knowing how to swing a baseball bat
   - being able to remember the ball and whole sound of the cricket pitch

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - knowing how to swing a baseball bat

8. A scheme for a simple event, such as going to the dentist, is called a
   - context
   - category
   - script
   - episode

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Accepted Answers:
   - script